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SECTION857 

Members of the Morialta Residents ' Association all live on the old 80-acre country section no 857, 
District A, Hundred of Adelaide. It was bought for £80 on the 24th September, 1839, by Thomas 
Hodgson, Esq. , a surgeon of Halifax, Yorkshire. There were unusual numbers of investors in South 
Australian land from Halifax business and professional men, largely because they were heavily involved 
in the wool manufacturing industry- the other of the chai, as it were. 

Mr Hodgson made no formal arrangements for the land to be used by anyone, simply awaiting the 
appreciation in value that was expected of South Australian investments. He died in 1854 (just at the 
Crimean War broke out), and his wife Mary inherited the property. Through Mr Lavington Glyde, then a 
property agent of Adelaide, she leased the land for twenty years to Alfred Walters, eldest son of Samule 
Walters who owned twenty acres of Section 40 on the southeast corner ofMontacute Road and Stradbroke 
Roads. Grosvenor Walters , the second son, leased Section 96 i.e. the land between Arcoona Avenue and 
Cortlyne Road. These three men, therefore, worked a farm of 180 acres, but concentrated their attention 
on a market garden around their parents' house -- "Grosvenor Cottage" -- facing Montacute Road Alfred 
paid £25.00 a year for the first seven years of his lease of Section 857, £40 for the next seven and £50 for 
the remaining seven. For the first decade he paid rates to the East Torrens Council at 6d. In the £ of the 
ratable value, but in better times it rose above that amount, even to 11- in the£. 

Alfred put post and rail fences around the 80 acres, and the bullock teams used to come down from 
Moore' s Road to water at Spring Gully Creek, just above the present pickle factory, then go along the 
track that became Arcoona Avenue and wander along the later Baroota Avenue to a ford over Fourth 
Creek. Both Alfred's and Grosvenor's section seem to have been used only for pasture, since the Adelaide 
Hunt could ride unhindered over them (except for fences), between 1870 & 1900. 

In 1891 Mrs Hodgson sold Section 857 for £805 (multiply by 20 to gain some idea of its 
approximation to our dollars-- i.e., $16,000) to a wealthy man named Price Maurice, who by the early 
1860' s had been established in Brighton, Sussex, but retained a close interest in the colony where he made 
a fortune as a squatter and sheep owner. By arrangement with his agent here, Clement Sabine, he was 
building up what he called Fourth Creek Estate and he owned most of the land from Stradbroke Road up 
both sides of Fourth Creek-- something like the now existing Morialta Conservation Park plus Sections 
856 & 96, and the land belonging to the Me Carthy brothers of the present time. Price Maurice first used 
it as a stud farm for Angora goats, in conjunction with his estate at Castambul, (the name of the place in 
Turkey where he bought the goats). Angora wool sold quite well, but it was a luxw-y item subject to 
changes in fashion and did not turn out to be as reliable an investment as the common old sheep' s wool; 
and so the Fourth Creek Estate was given over to sheep grazing. The Ram Paddock was the present picnic 
ground, and the sheep yards, dipping troughs, manager' s house, etc. , existed where the present curator' s 
house and implement sheds stand. 

Price Maurice died in 1895 and after an interim period the whole estate was bought by James Smith 
Reid who owner Rostrevor Hall at that time. He had made a fortune at Broken Hill and has bought 
Rostrevor from Ross Thompson Reid (no relation) ten years or so earlier. Smith Reid wrote to his wife 
that the Fourth Creek Estate was a lovely place for a picnic, and his son declared that the mmmtains were 
grander than anything he had seen on a recent trip to Canada. Fond though we are of the Morialta Hills, 
one wonders where the young man was looking in Canada. 

The Smith ReidS, for whom Adelaide was more or less a staging post in their annual rmmd from one 
pleasant climate to another, finally remove themselves to their other main establishment at Mount 
Macadon, Vic. , managing to sell the nucleus of the present Morialta Consveration Park to the 
Government, by giving it the unsaleable steep sections at the back, to which the two lower falls belong. 
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Sections 857 and 96 were part of a parcel bought up by a group of investors forming a company named the 
Rostrevor Estate Ltd., the moving spirit in which was W.B. Wilkinson, land agent and friend of Smith 
Reid. 

It was at this time (1912-13) that these two sections were subdivided (and others, to the west of the 
present seminary and Rostrevor College), but the First World War postponed the actual development. It 
was not until1919 that a marquee was put up by the creek and the auctioneers set to work, selling. 
Section 857, being hilly, was not thought to be worth as much as Section 96, and it was divided into one 
acre or larger allotments; advertising was aimed at country people who might want a semi-retirement 
interest on a small-holding out on the edge of the city. It did attract some of these, and some city people 
likewise liked the idea of a part time interest in a small holding out in the country. Mr Owen Butcher's 
father was one of the latter, and he bought up most of the hill above and around the present Mr Butcher' s 
house on Marola Avenue. Mr Frearson, too now over ninety years old, came to Marcola, Baroota, Arcoona 
and Koonunga Avenue use. Mr Schinner, still living on the corner ofKoonunga & Arcoona Avenues, 
bought the triangle of land where Mr & Mrs Crosby now live alongside him, for £42.3. 9d. This was in 
1926, when the Rostrevor Estate Ltd. , was in liquidation. 

Of the early houses still remaining the first to be built in Section 857 were those now owned by Mr & 
Mrs Racz, senior and Mrs Heath (comer ofWandilla & Baroota). A builder named Wanvick built those 
two in similar style, using creek stones around the base, and he also bought the Listons ' house on 
Stradbroke Road. The Turners' cottage was built a little later, and the house near the end ofWandilla 
Drive. Most of the others are gone, but Mr Me Kie' s house up near the pickle factory is built around a 
small cottage that was built there in the 1920's. David Gerner's house is on the site of what was the oldest 
cottage of them all, in which David lived for some years. And Barbara and Graham Dickson before him. It 
almost certainly went back into Alfred Walters' time, in the nineteenth century, and was something of a 
shepherd' s hut. 

Largely because of its terrain, therefore, development of this comer of the present metropolitan 
Adelaide was delayed into the 1920s; it had not been worth anyone's while before that to cut it up into. 
gardens or building allotments. Only its access to water from two creeks made it of use to anyone. The 
roads were bad all about it, there was no bridge over Fourth Creek until the 1930s; the first Residents' 
Association had a great working bee to build a footbridge. Ask Mr Schirmer about it. A butcher's cart 
drawn by Bessy the horse cante round once a week. (Mr Ligertwood from Campbelltown); Mr Hines 
(father of the hardware Des Hines at Magill) used to come round ·with groceries from his store on the 
north-west comer of St. Bernard's Road and Arthur Week. For years the mail had to be collected from 
the Magill Post Office then boxes were set up on Baroota Avenue outside the house of the present Mr & 
Mrs Panozzo, and the few householders would walk down there for their mail. 

Along the comer of Stradbroke & Montacute Roads lived a very well known character, Mr Charles 
Austin, known to everyone as "ChU11IDly" . He has a wonderful touch with bullocks, having learned from 
his father at Athelstone how to manage them .. The wandering little track that became Baroota Avenue 
was not first fonned by ChU11IDly' s Austin's bullocks coming dm:vn to the creek for water. But they 
certainly helped to keep it in existence. Mr Schirmer and Mr Butcher knew him well , and can tell all 
sorts of tales about his exploits. The grandparents of Trevor Maddock, on Arcoona Avenue, who had a 
semi commercial flower garden where Trevor and Mrs Em Maddock now live, employed Chummy 
Austins to move their house holus bolus into position, and Mr Schirmer's chicken run is held up by the 
timber used as runners to drag that house. 
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The economic depression of the 1930s and the then seoond World War delayed further development 
(if any had been likely) in this foothill region, but after the war there began a ne'v kind of movement into 
it. Orchardists, poultry-keepers, gardeners, horse-owners, still lived here maintaining either a part time or 
full time interest in the land, but the men who moved in during the 1950's and '60s were business and 
professional people looking for a quiet rural background to their lives and being willing to put with the 
transportation difficulties. and -- from a city commuter's point of view -- the crudities of the area. They 
liked it, rough roads, dust, potholes, distance from town, and all. It certainly was not a fashionable thing 
to do -- their friends were suprised at them -- but that did not trouble them at an. Barbara and Lillian 
Dickson describe those days interestingly. There were still only a handful of people living in the 
neighbourhood, and when a car was spotted coming down Stradbroke Road they would say, "Look, 
visitors coming!" 

They were not for long left in rural seclusion, and found themselves in danger of losing precisely 
what had attracted them here in the first place: that is, its semi rural character, its purely residential 
usage, the quiet, the natural vegetation (or such of it as remained). With a growth in population 
everywhere, especially city populations, this of course was inevitable, and there had to be a sharing of 
what became with faster motor cars and better roads a near-city suburb. Equally inevitably, there was no 
planning for this influx of residents; the idea of planning was hardly thought of anywhere, and the small 
country Council of East Torrens could not be expected to lead the world in such a matter. It had made its 
contribution to the area by thinking of it as just another rural portion of its domain, not providing much in 
rates, and not needing or warranting much in the way of services. A council of a metropolitan bias might 
well have regarded if differently, and by searching for increased rates could have destroyed what has made 
is so strongly valued by its present residents. 

The history of Section 857 over the last twenty-five years, therefore, has been punctuated by crises of 
different kinds, as one threat to the environment has succeeded another. Unexpectedly to themselves, the 
residents had to develop skills in lobbying councils, govermnents and other official bodies to counter 
developments that would have ruined what is now called the "amenity" of an area - it's character, its 
beauty or its history, whatever makes it desirable for those who live in it. Out of these experiences came 
the second Morialta Residents' Association, that is, the one we in our time know and support, which was 
formally established towards the end of 1968. The earlier one, ofMr Schirmer's and Mr Carter's younger 
days, was concerned with bringing in electricity, water supplies, a bridge, telephone box, etc. Mr Heath 
single-headed kept Wandilla drive repaired and attractive to look at. 

Before the formation of a supportive Residents' Association. action bad to be taken by individuals alone, 
and those who value the area will be interested to know something of what was done to protect their 
interests even before they ever thought of living at Rostrevor Park (as it was named at the time of 
subdivision and remained for forty-or fifty years). 

******************* 
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The Story of Allotment 88 

The old Section 857 as smveyed in 1839 was bounded to the south by Fourth Creek, not by Wandilla 
Drive, and there was a long thin allotment made at the time of the subdivision in 1913, numbered 88. (See 
map) It had a frontage of approximately 590 feet to Wandilla Drive and 193 feet to Stradbroke Road, 
making it all 1 acre 25 perches. It contained more than 300 feet of Fourth Creek and many of the fine gum 
trees bordering the creek. 

In 1923 it was bought for £53 by the Mr Warwick who built several of the early houses, and for some 
years an old piano-tuner lived on it in a strange two-storeyed tin shed, one room on each floor connected 
by an exterior ladder. In fact, he died there. In 1932 Warwick's mortgage and interest in the land was 
bought out for £20 by Mr MC Porter who lived on Stradbroke Road and owned all of the land now 
occupied by Leabrook Drive and the a<ljacent housing areas extending to Porter Terrace and to the west of 
the Stradbroke Primary School. 

Over the years Mr Porter propounded several ideas for clearing or developing lot 88 -- as a site for 
houses, caravan park, etc. In 1963 he began filling it up, using soil formE & WS sewer excavation. 
Bulldozers began cutting into the gently sloping banks and trees were obviously doomed. An appeal was 
made to Mrs W Steel, then MP for Burnside, who promptly arranged for the Mister of Works to stop 
further filling of the site. This gave a group of Residents time to prepare a further request, that the 
Government acquire the land. Some extracts from the Memorial to Mrs Steele will chime familiarly on the 
ears, which have heard the same arguments again and again in the years since 1963 as other parts of our 
beleagued domain have been threatened:-

We believe that this land should be acquired by the South Australian Government Tourist Bureau 
for consolidation with the Morialta Picnic ground which it abuts, because .... 
It is a logical extensions of the reserve, in fact appears to visitors to be part of the park. 
On many maps published it is shown as a reserve. It is one of the most attractive parts of the area and the 
natural focus of picnic parties, especially for children because of the gently sloping banks. 

Development for building would not only serious detract from the delightful natural atmosphere of the 
land itself, but also the surrounding park. .. Increase of reserve area and consolidation of existing reserves 
is needed for growing population and is recommended in the recently published Town Planners' 
Report .... " 

The Government did approach the owner, but could not agree on a price; he asked £6,000 and they 
would only offer £2,000. The owner, by this time intending to move to New Zealand, agreed to sell it to 
Robert Dickson, one of those deeply interested in saving its natural qualities. A contract was signed in 
October, 1965 for purchase at £3,500, an amount based on subdivision potential, but on the latter's being 
tested, subdivision was forbidden and the parties re-negotiated at a new figure of £2350. As soon as Mr 
Dickson secured the land, he made strong representations to Government Ministers, offering the land at 
cost. It took several years for this transfer to be made, during which time Mr Dickson planted redgums at 
the western end of the allotment, and grazed animals on it to keep do'\\n weed growth. A settlement was 
finally reached and the title transferred to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth the Second in January, 1968. 
Survey costs, legal fees, rates bank charges, mortgage interest, etc. , cost Mr Dickson £1000 more than the 
Government's purchase price, but he gained for himself-- and the neighbourhood, not to mention all of 
Adelaide - a priceless amenity. Visualise that green and lovely spot when you drive by, filled with houses 
of a camping park. 

*********************** 
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Industrial Development 

In the same year of 1963 when Lot 88 was under threat, Mr Dickson found his peace of mind 
disturbed on the other side as well. A large concrete masonry building in and about it the owner carried on 
a series of industrial operations. All of the trees on the two allotments were removed, the upper portion 
leveled and a large cutting made across the centre of the southern block. Metal roadways were formed, 
and the building was surrounded by salvaged equipment and debris. The initial operation on the site was 
the storage and servicing of the long distance road transports, the final operation was marble-crushing. In 
between there were a variety of activities all involving metal-bearing, welding and machinery-noise by day 
and by night and weekends. When five adjoining allotments to the east were offered for sale there was 
reason to believe the operation would be extended. Accordingly, to prevent any expansion of the 
development which was causing so much concern to nearby residents, Robert Dickson purchased four of 
these and Graham Dickson one. The allotments were subdivided into our wider frontages and resold with 
encumbrances to control their use, type of fencing and activities consistent with a good residential 
neighbourhood. 

In the mean time the exasperation of residents led to a public meeting with the District Clerk of the 
East Torrens Council and a Building Surveyor, at which a petition was presented objecting to the 
industrial operation in this area. Once there was a clear show of concern from the residents, Council relt 
that it had the power to act, and industrial operations were forbidden. Consequently the properties were 
offered for sale and were purchased by Robert Dickson, with the financial help of several residents. The 
building was demolished, road material removed, the cutting filled to restore original contours, and trees 
planted. 

*************************** 

Allotments 9 and 10 (see map front page) 

These two allotments of the originall913 subdivision, containing a little over two acres, were the 
next to rouse neighbourhood concern. This is the area bounded on the south ofMarola Avenue, on the 
west by Baroota Avenue, on the east by Mr Hugh Bower's property, and on the north it ended along a line 
formed by the boundaries of the Dells, Lees, and across the Warburton's land. For forty years the Parsons 
family lived there, in a small iron cottage near the Blewett's house of the present day; Mr Parsons was a 
gardener and made part of his living from an orchard and flower garden on his land. His old peach tree is 
still there, bearing fruit. He dug a well and put up a windmill, which beeame a landmark in the locality; 
John Palmer, for whom the present Blewett house was built in the late 1960's says that when he bought 
the land in 1965 the well was still there. He had it filled in for safety's sake. 

After subdivision, the history of these two acres is this; Lot 10 was first sold for £69 in 1920's to a 
Mrs Florence Ray of Norwood; in 1923 she sold it to Mr Parsons for £120, he having already bought lot 9. 
In 1929 Mr Parsons died, but his wife and daughter continued living there until their deaths-- the mother 
in 1943 and Miss Annie Parsons in January 1964. She, therefore, is clearly remembered by the first post-
war residents to the locality and ever more so by those older still. Mr Schirmer tells the story of seeing her 
as a girl standing under an olive tree reading a book. while supposed to be minding the horse. "Annie" her 
father shouted. "Stop· wasting your time reading that book". As she grew old, the children used to visit 
her, and she knew everybody in the neighbourhood. 

The vacancy caused by Miss Parsons' death made a serious problem of the near neighbours -- the 
Graham Dicksons, the Gould-Hursts and the Crosbys. All of them wanted to live permanently here, all 
valued the rural quality of the area and the trees still remaining. 



By this time development had been raging long enough in Adelaide' s foothills for there to be no 
doubt of the likely result if this two-three acre block were to fall into the hands of anyone seeing it as a 
profit making enterprise and nothing else. Lots 11 & 22, along to Arcoona Avenue, were not strongly 
held, and the whole westem end of the island fom1ed by Baroota, Arcoona and Marola Avenues could be 
transfonned into minimum-sized rectangular blocks, divided by iron fences, its trees removed and a street 
placed along its eastern boundary. The whole character of the environment would change, and in a way 
that these residents did not find acceptable. After many meetings together, they agreed to pool their 
slender resources to make a minimum deposit on the land, allowing them to borrow the balance; they 
would subdivide the blocks of uneven size and patter, with a small cul-de-sac (now Werona Place) leading 
into the inner group of houses. 

Despite their desire to but it at the going price of £10,500, it fell into the hands of a developer who 
planned exactly the kind of development they had feared. On the west side of the proposed "Brian 
Avenue" running north-south along its eastern perimeter (see map opposite) there were to be a minimum-
sized blocks, pressing hard on the Bowers, Dicksons and Crosbys. The Bowers felt inclined to subdivide 
their land, sell up, and leave the neighbourhood -- a prospect which activated the syndicate still more 
strongly. They had to pay £16,000 to buy the land back from the developer, he thus making £5,500 for his 
five months' possession. 

Then came the anxious business of selling off the newly fornted blocks (see map opp.) with 
encumbrances against tin sheds and fences, and eamest hopes of low-lying houses fitting into the 
landscape. The first five blocks had gone. Before selling any of them, however the rescue-operation 
included tl1e rescue-operation included by planting of trees in Werona Place, and Peter Gould-Hurst 
continued planting along Baroota Avenue, joined by Jim Warburton when he bought one of the blocks in 
1965. Planting them was one thing, but watering them through the summer was another, it having to be 
done by bucket, no houses at that time being built nearby and in a position to supply water on tap. 

******* 

At this same time other efforts were made by a group of residents to buy up a collection of blocks as 
they were subdivided, notably along W eemala Crescent, with the idea of keeping them as they were or 
selling in larger than usual blocks, but for a variety of reasons these failed. 

**************** 

When Lot 11 came up for sale in 1967 the Warburtons felt impelled to man the breach, and, abandoning 
plans for a garage, used what credit they had with the bank to buy it and subdivide into two good sized 
blocks, keeping an island at the back without access-road or path, where they have planted trees. 

****** ** ****** 
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MORALA AVENUE 

Spring Gully Creek, which runs through Marola Avenue, flanked by large redgums, fonns the 
beautiful centre of the old Section 857, and our present-day neighbourhood Any1hing that happens in 
Marola Avenue is of concern to us all, and it is not suprising that it was an event there which crystalised 
existing feeling that the area needed the strength of its numbers and united efforts, which could be given 
form by a continuing Residents' Association. Marola Avenue was the subject of the very first resolution 
passed by this Association, once its constitutional provisions had been completed. 

Early in the 1960's a 1960's a 3 foot 6 inch diameter water-main was laid down Marola Avenue, 
across Wandilla Avenue, across Wandilla Drive and the Morialta picnic ground to feed Wattle Park 
Reservoir. It was to duplicate an existing 24 inch trunk line laid from Milbrook reservoir its 1923 when 
tllis area (and the old Magill Water District) became part of the Adelaide Water District. 

The work of laying the new line and re-lining the old, involved excavating a trench which as it 
grew ever deeper and wider roused alarm in residents concerned for the loss of trees and disturbance of 
natural terrain. They arranged a meeting with the East Torrens Council' s District Clerk and subsequently 
with engineers of the E & WS Department, seeking their cooperation in minimising damage. Good 
relations were established and the difficult operation was completed the loss of only one small gum tree. 



FORMATION OF THE MORIALTA RESIDENTS' ASSOCIATION 

OCTOBER 23, 1968 

As the neighbourhood filled up, the concerns of the earlier post-war residents became the comers 
of the new. Their very presence created fresh incursions upon the environment, and many of them were 
aware of their responsibility to nature itself, to their fellow residents, and to succeeding generations. Our 
proximity to a national conservation park and a hills' face visible form the whole of metropolitan 
Adelaide, widens our areas of concern and increases our responsibilities to others, an awareness of which 
is apparent in the record to follow. This is not to say that self-interest does not move us; but it is not 
financial self-interest that activates members of this Association. We surely wish to maintain the market 
value of our properties, but these are our homes, not investments for profit making. We chose this place to 
live in because we liked its character, intimately integrated as it with hills, trees, streams and birdlife, 
with space aU about, and wonderful opportunities for walks, hill climbs and the pleasures of a natural 
environment. Other people like to live by the sea, some prefer the heart of a city, some a tidier and more 
regular residential block; we prefer the foothills. 

With conservation of these qualities in mind, a group of sponsors met on the 17th October, 1968, 
to discuss plans. An exploratory notice was sent around the neighbourhood, testing opinion, and the 
response was sufficiently to justify the calling of a more general meeting on October 23 . Sponsors were 
L.L. Anderson, O.E.F. Butcher, R Dickson, E. Maddock, L.G. Matthew' s, D. Gerner & J.W. Warburton. 
Their basis of action, as stated in the initial notice lvas: "We are certain that if the residents sincerely 
desire it, the pattern of development can be guided to ensure that it integrates into the existing 
environment .... . one of the most naturally beautiful residential area in Adelaide." 

A constitution was worked out and approved by members of the new Association, whose o~ects 
were stated to be:-

I. To preserve and enhance the indigenous qualities of the area. 
II. To prevent ugliness whether from development, neglect or any other cause. 
III. To promote public awareness of the factors affecting our enviromnent. 
IV. To make representation to the East Torrens District Council and other authorities regarding 

works, amenities and services in the area. 
V. To cooperate with other bodies having similar aims. 

The General Meeting is governing body of the Association, held at least three times a year, and 
there is an executive committee of seven members, which may form from time to time sui:K:ommittee 

drawing on membership for specific purposes. Membership fees are 50c per person or a dollar per 
household. 
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ROADWAYS 

When the Residents' Association was formed, the matter of most immediate concern was the 
formation of soldier roadways that had been needed in earlier times, they merely having a graded rubble 
surface and being without drainage. Stormwater from the hills flowing down Spring Gully Creek and 
Arcoona Avenue at times flooded several house in Baroota Avenue, dust from the roads is summer formed 
another inconvenience. Nevertheless it was with regret that we realised the need for sealing. The light 
stone colour of the narrow roadways reflected sunlight back into the lush roadside foliage, and was of a 
different character entirely from the busier and darker Stradbroke Road. Many feared the aesthetic loss 
resulting from engineered roadworks and kerbing; some regretted the cost and the su~equent rate 
increase. 

Councillor Bruce Ware had been included in the Association's discussions from the beginning, and 
he was active in trying to discover and then solve the varied problems as residents individually saw them. 
The whole subject was very thoroughly aired, and a great deal of work done in studying possibilities as 
they had merged elsewhere, even overseas. More and more strongly, members came to think that it would 
be a mistake to widen and straighten the roads, aesthetically it would me much less pleasing than the 
existing narrow and sliglrtly curving roads, and it would encourage faster and more numerous traffic, 
especially as some of the internal roads lead to the public park on our boundary. 

At length a case was made to Council for roads not exceeding 18 feet width; references were quoted 
from the 1962 Town Plan which advocated policies for roads adjacent to reserves; a table of U.S. standard 
residential road treatments and widths was very useful; and Mr Albert Gillisson showed us some very 
informative color slides illustrating minor residential access ways in overseas development. 

The East Torrens Council received the evidence, listened to a deputation, and agreed, in principle to 
the proposals. Wi~h the saving in cost of road-width, engineers spent money on curbing lined with natural 
stone. Deservedly, the Council was awarded a prize by the Civic Trust for these roadways as an 
outstanding contribution to their environment, and a plaque commemorating the achievement is to be_seen 
near the creek at the intersection ofMarola and Baroota Avenue. 

ARCOONA A VENUE 

A regrettable story accompanies the tale of success above, known to some of the participants in it 
as the "Lost Battle of the Curve". Arcoona Avenue, forming the northern boundary of the Morialta Ward 
of the East Torrens Council, is thus shared by the Campbelltown Municipal Corporation, a much larger 
corporation with greater funds to deploy. Residents along the south side of Arcoona Avenue may belong 
to the Morialta Residents' Association. And three were very keen members of the early committees. The 
late Em Maddock in fact was one of the early residents of the Association, Wayne Anthoney was an active 
member and so was his neighbour, Tony Brammer. One of the resolutions' passed at the first properly 
constituted residents' meetings was, "That Arcoona Avenue be treated to make it compatible with the rest 
of the area". 

Em Maddock and others worked on a sketch of the 66-foot wide stretch of land set aside for road and 
verges along that east-west boundary, showing that by creating two slight bends in it, and planting clumps 
of trees at the bends (as well as along the verges elsewhere) the view up toward the hills would be greatly 
enhanced, and the invitation to speeding traffic lessened. 

The road had to be sealed, everyone agreed to that, but how, was the question. Meetings were 
held by Arcoona residents in both Council areas; members of the Morialta Residents' Association were 
invited, and Cr Bruce Ware. Deputations went to both Councils, and it emerged that Campbelltown 
Council was determined upon a 30 foot wide straight road, capable of carrying a bus route, as suggested in 
the MATS plan. Despite impassioned pleading from those who envisioned the gentle curves, the nature 
stJ:ips, the dense planting of tall eucalyptus at the bulges, Arcoona A venue has emerged straight, well 
sealed, with straight rows oftrees; it carries stormwater drainage and fast traffic very satisfactorily. 
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STRADBROKE ROAD BRIDGE OVER FOURTH CREEK 

With the widening of Stradbroke Road in recent years, the existing bridge became narrower than 
the roadway itself and is due for reconstruction. The matter, for several reasons, has troubled the Morialta 
Residents' Association. 

The present bridge being single span, supported off concrete abutments, allows an attractive vista 
beneath the road along the creek bed. The Campbelltown City Engineer proposed a box culvert bridge, 
with a culvert 20 feet wide and four feet high, with a centre wall; the structure to run under the roadway 
for about 58 feet. The bed of the box culvert was proposed to be set two feet lower than the existing creek 
bed, with correspondittg deepening of the creek up and downstream for some distance. These details, with 
others not mentioned here, seemed to the Association undesirable for the following reasons:-

Any construction placed within the creek bed is unfortunate and will destroy the delightful 
natural character of the creek 

The culvert type bridge presents large areas of blank walling to the park and disrupts the 
continuity of the creek and its banks. 

The long twin trenches of the culvert would be unattractive, allowing no view under the bridge. 

The central concrete spines between the tunnels will merely assist blocking of the creek by debris 
and the smooth concrete base of the culvert will accelerate the flow of water, increasing securing 
of the creek bed. 

Mr Robert Dickson, being an architect, was able to sketch and plan an alternative design which 
was offered for consideration to the Campbelltown Council with the arguments outlined above. This 
proposed bridge is similar in style to the existing bridge, but the span increased to 30 feet to match the 
scale of the widened road. By this means an even greater area of the creek bed and its banks are kept clear 
of construction and the view along the creek beneath the bridge is maintained. It would be a more 
economical design than the proposed Council bridge and would be in character with the environment 
adjacent to one of Adelaide's most attractive parks. 

Despite appeals to Council and discussions with the Main Highways Department and the Department 
of Envir01m1ent, we have not yet succeeded in meeting any of these authorities face to face. As it is now 
concerned with another and related proposal from Campbelltown of distressing significance, the 
Association urgently wishes to proceed with its representations and is asking for the cooperation of the 
Conservation Council of South Australia, of which we are now a voting member. This second proposal 
concerns a mitigation dam, mentioned in the following section. 

MITIGATION DAM IN THE MORIALTA RESERVE 

Because of the flooding lower down in the creek (or the threat of flooding), resulting from t11e greatly 
increased speed of flow off roofs and roadways during rain, which all runs into Fourth Creek, the 
Campbelltown Council has made representations to appropriate authorities to allow it to create a large 
earth-walled dam within the picnic area of the public conservation park. No other solution to the problem 
of drainage has been sought over the years except to make use of the creek; elsewhere drains have to be 
put underground to take away stormwater, but here the cheap and easy method has been adopted until the 
creek cannot hold the flow at peak times. Since land has been alienated where the natural flood plains 
existed, and peoples houses are placed upon them, the problem now becomes acute. 

A very recent letter (51
h May, 1975) from the Director of Environment and Conservations says 

". . . Officers of my Department are aware of the problem and are discussing it with consulting engineers. 
The site of the dam is in the Morialta Conservation Park and no action will be allowed that is considered 
to be incompatible with the park. I will contact you again when a final decision has been made. Thanking 
you for your interest and concern." 
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Several implications of this letter rouse unease : that a structure of any kind should be contemplated 
by the Department of the Environment and Conservation; and that a final decision will be made without 
further consultation with residents. Residents are not engineers - or most of them are not - but they have 
one element in their judgements which no one else can have, that is, an intimate knowledge of their 
locality and personal care for its fate. A dam with six foot walls in that place, or any dam at all, would be 
unsightly, would almost certainly kill the tall redgums there, and intrude most grievously into the 
beautiful environs. The Association continues to urge that decision not be made over our heads, and that 
so very important a matter be made known in advance and thrown open to public discussion. 

********** 

TREE PLANTING 

The Association has a permanent sub committee which makes it their business to add native trees to 
the locality every year. Certainly it is more thickly wooded now than it has been for many a year, or every 
before, for that matter. Except along the creeks it never was heavily wooded, and now we try to 
compensate a little for our presence by using some of our artificially acquired water on the ridges of hills 
and at a distance from the creeks, to grow up a screen of beautiful trees. 

Early enthusiasm and ignorance may have resulted sometimes in the wrong trees being placed in the 
wrong places, but out sub-committee is acquiring knowledge all the time and becoming more selective in 
its choice and positioning. As mentioned earlier, we owe thanks to the East Torrens Council for several 
hundred of these trees, but individuals also have made generous contributions. Dr Gould-Hurst alone has 
planted 200 trees in the locality at his own e":pense, and many others have provided trees and labour. 

********** 

MAROLA A VENUE 

As already mentioned, this beautiful heartland of our areas has been a matter of continuing concern 
since the inception of this Association. The problems has mainly been one of the access to the houses built 
along the south side of Spring Gully Creek. The metalled roadway is on the north side of the creek. and 
there is width enough for another roadway on the sout11 side. But nobody wants so great an intrusion into 
the landscape, and so residents have cried halt, whenever that appeared to be a likely move by Council 

On tl1e other hand, residents living there have to be able to get out, and t11ey have made do with some 
ramshackle little bridges for a long time now. After years of discussion, of seeking advice from bodies like 
t11e Civic Trust, and an expert in the shape of Mr Albert Gillisser of the Department of Architecture, 
University of Adelaide, who came to address one general meeting, this last year has seen a concrete 
proposal from the residents most concerned in the practicalities of the situation, (although we are all 
concerned in its aesthetics), and Council is willing to put their suggestions into effect. 

We hope at last is a happy solution for all concerned, and that the creek may now be left 
undisturbed. 

********** 
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MORIALTA WARD--- ZONED R1C 

In the 1962 Adelaide Development Plan, each Council was given the task of preparing zoning 
regulations, as a means of controlling development and protecting the harmony of a neighbourhood. 
Residential possibilities under the zoning regulations are : RIC, Rl , RJA and B, and R4. RIC denotes 
first class residential zones, with a minimum block size of 10,000 square feet for any future subdivision, 
and a minimum road frontage of 70 feet. Rl is similarly first class residential, but with subdivisions down 
to 6,300 square feet as a possibility. Neither may contain flats or industrial developments. Even a granny 
flat may not be used for profits. 

East Torrens Council suggested that this area be zoned RIC and a general meeting was called on 
February 9, 1972, to discuss this proposal. The meeting was well attended, and listened to explanatory 
talks from the two Ward Councillors, Messrs LL Anderson and DH Smith, who pointed out that Councils 
proposal would preserve the existing size ofthe blocks which average our at between 16,000 and 18,000 
square feet. After close discussion, the meeting endorsed Council's proposals, and this area became 
gazetted as RIC on 30th August, 1973, Woodforde, similarly Rlc, although average block size there is 
smaller than in the Morialta Ward. 

The zoning of the area is a protection against future crowding by small subdivisions, and recognition 
of the amenity that the residents strongly wish to preserve. 

********** 

PRIVATELY OWNED LAND ABUTTING THE MORIALTA RESERVE 

It is probably little known that the Morialta Conservation Park is not as spacious as it seems, and that 
in fact some land between Wandilla Drive and Fourth Creek is privately owned. This laud runs from a 
point eastwards of Allotment 88 which passed into the Government' s hands in 1968, as already desGribed 
(p.4), and goes all the way up into the nearby hills. The neighbourhood- and the whole of Adelaide -
owes that still open space to the Me Carthy family, which has been content to use it for grazing purposes 
since they acquired it in the 1920 's and '30's. One small piece, however, of 1 acre 34 perches, they did 
sell in 1969 to a purchaser who wished to build a three level residence on the sloping site where the old 
motor cycle climbing track ofthe 1920's may still be observed. It stands up above the locality and has a 
commanding position over the most used part of the parkland. 

Interfering inland-proprietorship is a delicate matter, but in accordance with the long and steadily 
held philosophy regarding protection of the natural environment which has characterized the 
Association's work in the past, and that of its predecessors in this neighbourhood, a correspondence began 
with the Government and other Authorities on 6th April, 1970, as soon as the Association became aware of 
the subdivision. Not only was it considered to be higllly regrettable in itself, but it opened up the certainty 
of greatly increased pressure to subdivide privately owned land adjoining this site and running back into 
the hills, losing forever any chance of acquiring further breathing space for the Adelaide population by 
enlarging the Morialta Reserve. 

Letters followed, sent to the Minister of Lands, to the East Torrens Counci1, to the Member for Cotes, 
the Minister for Environment and Conservation, to the owner himself, the State Planning Authority. 
Further General Meetings were held, and deputations sent to some of these authorities, pressing the case 
for Government acquisition of this key site. It would be wrong to say that there was complete unanimity in 
the neighbourhood on the right action to take; there could not be, on such a matter, but there was a steady 
majority in favor of pursuing the conservationist objective so long as there was a possibility of success. 

None of the authorities denied that acquisition was a highly desirable thing; their problem was in 
finding the money. To cut a long story short, in December, 1973, the Government agreed to resume this 
land and to recompense the owner. 
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MORE PRIVATELY OWNED LAND ABUTTING THE MORIALTA RESERVE 

In 1974 an issue came the way of the Association, somewhat similar to the one on Page 12. This time 
the owner himself asked for the Association's help in trying to persuade the Government to purchase a 
section of laud nearly eighty acres in extent, directly above W oodforde and adjacent to the southern part of 
the Morialta Reserve. Mr MV Smith had owned this land for many years, but it was becoming a burden to 
him and he wished either to subdivide into ten acre lots and sell privately, or let the government but it all 
in one piece. After discussion with Mr Smith's son, the Executive agreed to support him, and this was 
subsequently ratified by a general meeting. As a deputation was already preparing to meet Dr Grant 
Inglis. Director of the Department of Environment and Conservation, a case was made ready on the issue 
ofMr Smith's land as well. It was agreed that we make the following points in favor of public 
acquisition:-

a) That the section is a critical one for the Morialta Reserve as it forms the southern ridge-line; 
any building, stobie poles or roadways there would be particularly intrusive to the view within the 
Reserve, and destructive of the illusion of continuing space and freedom. 

b) That the section is badly needed as a buffer between the Teringie Heights development (the full 
extent of which is not yet apparent but shortly will become so) and Woodforde. IfMr Smith's 
land is built on as well, it will mean a solid block of suburban development along that whole hill 
face, pressing very hard on the Morialta Reserve, and forming an unfortunate aspect from the city 
looking up to the hills. 

c) Tllat it could be a welcome addition to the trail being planned by the Government right up from 
the Mount Lofty Ranges to the Flinders Ranges. It would provide splendid panoramic views for 
walkers, both of the city and Reserve. 

Mr Allan Harris prepared a map demonstrating some of these points, and Mr Lance Anderson took 
colour photographs demonstrating others. Off went the deputation armed with their arguments and 
pictures, but it met with failure. The Governn1ent hard pressed on all sides to buy back the public domain, 
refused to add this piece to its commitments. 

********** 

EMERGENCY FIRE SERVICE 

Like all other hills' areas, ours is under threat from fire every dry season, and some of our members 
have taken special responsibility for helping the Norton Summit Voluntary Fire Service - by raising 
money, turning out when fires occur, and so on. John LeLacheur has given particular attention to this 
problem, and recently he and our standing E.F.S. committee engaged fences to close off several acres over 
our eastern boundary, where Mr Eric Webb now grazes a few cattle to keep down the dangerous growth 
that dries off in summer. We are in debt to residents who help in this vital matter. 

***** 
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UNDERGROUND lNG OF STOBIE POLES 

On the 9111 November, 1972, a very well attended meeting of ratepayers voted that a memorandum be 
circulated to test community feeling about the desirability of pressing for a project to put electric wires 
underground and doing away with unsightly stobie poles. Are you prepared to spend money to improve 
your local area? Was the basic question being asked. Or, can you spare the money to improve your local 
area? The total cost at this stage looked like being $50,000 plus a private cost of about $1 per foot from 
the street to each household's meter box. The Electricity Trust of South Australia would make a detailed 
design study for $1000. Having 105 block is our area, the cost would be $500.00 pre block plus the extra 
to each house collllection. 

To ease the burden on householders, the method of operation proposed was to ask the East Torrens 
Council to raise a capital loan, to be repaid by us over a term of years by striking of a special rate, the 
yearly payment expected to be something like $75 per property. At that time it was possible to get a tax 
rebate on Council rates, which would have made a great difference to everyone involved in the scheme. 
Now, with a ceiling of $300 on such claims, there would be very little benefit to most of us, whose rates 
are probably up near that figure anyway. But it was a good idea while it lasted. 

Great efforts \vent into the dissemination of information and detail. Councillor Anderson was 
particularly hard working on the matter, and the Associations' stobie pole file is full of the results of his 
enquiries and explanations. 

In May 197 5, we are still no further ahead, and Werona Place remains the only part of our area to 
enjoy this amenity. Its original land holders having paid £90 each to have it done before their houses were 
built. 

The situation now is that the Environment Protection Council has initiated discussions with ETSA at 
the most senior level, drawing in the Department of Environment & Conservation, with a view to testing 
out the possibility of progressively undergrounding the whole city. Detailed discussions are taking place 
on such topics as :-

a) Likely costs. 
b) How long would it be likely to take. 
c) Where to start- which areas. 
d) How to spread the costs across the community rather than charging it all to the ratepayers 

most immediately concerned, but a formula for devising an acceptable spread is being 
sought. 

Whether or not the community as a whole has the resources to meet tl1e high cost of such a project 
remains to be seen, but the tlrree authorities mentioned above are steadily at work preparing the ground. 
The project itself, therefore, has not been undergrounded. 

So far as the Morialta district is concerned, we still have a case to make to E.T.S.A and the East 
Torrens Council, to ask for firm advice and opinions on going it alone, and on possibilities so far as tax 
relief and interest-free loan are concerned. The Allllual General Meeting on May 25, 1975 will discuss the 
matter. 

***** 
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LOCALGOVERNMENTBOUNDARmS 

The appointment or a Royal Commission of enquiry into Local Govermnent areas forced upon 
the Morialta Residents ' Association an enquiry of its own. Here we were, in many respects a collection of 
urban commuting householders, attached to a small rural Council whose geographical area ran largely 
over orchids, market gardens, bush, gullies, steep uninhabited hillsides. Where did our interests lie? With 
the small East Torrens Council of the large Metropolitan Campbelltown Council? The Royal 
Conunission's advice to the Government was that East Torrens (and other small councils) should be 
disbanded, and its territory divided between On.kaparinga and Campbelltown Councils. 

In 1973 when discussion really began on the subject, the Morialta Ward contained about a quarter of 
the people living in the whole East Torrens Council area, the next most populous being Uraidla with 
nearly a thousand. The total would be something around 5,000 people. Campbelltown, on the other hand, 
comprised 38,800 people packed into a small area of nine square miles. We noted that while there are ten 
Councillors representing the East Torrens Council, only five more than that (15 in all) made decisions for 
Campbelltown. The difference in probable influence of Morialta' s 1, 700 people was obvious; and the 
likelihood of insufficiently sensitive decision of fifteen among so many would surely be greater. 

In fact, in making its decision to stay with East Torrens if at all possible, the residents took into 
account some Campbelltowns decisions of recent years which seemed to be ill-considered and wrong. 
Notably there was the refusal to treat Arcoona Avenue as the roads within the rest of this neighbourhood 
had been treated. Campbelltown' s unsympathetic treatment of Third Creek through the Gums Reserve 
was another factor (the banks ofthe creek have been rendered stiff, ugly and U11Ilatural by building a deep 
concrete edging surfaced with stone); and so was their unpopular proposal to build a bridge across the 
creek adjacent Stradbroke School. Another thought in our minds was their current proposal for a box-type 
culvert over the creek at Stradbroke Road, and since then has emerged an even more disagreeable 
proposal - to create a large mitigation dam within the picnic ground itself. All of this results from 
Campbelltown's attitude that the creeks be treated as drains; not suprisingly, parts of them have 
disappeared altogether under roads and parking lots, and almost nowhere has green space been saved 
alongside them. 

On the other hand, Morialta ratepayers have reason to be grateful to East Torrens Council for our 
beautiful roads, its willingness to listen to deputations, and, as one of our members said, even to its 
hundred-year policy of benign neglect, when it did nothing to push forward rate-inducing development. 
More positively, in the latest decade, Council has been very willing to provide trees for residents to plant 
alongside roadways and in island clumps; it does not insist upon rigid lines in planting and a shaven tidy 
verge. In short, we might expect from a small council more willingness to allow for difference in the area 
rather than seek over all conformity. 

The dependence of the area on the Norton Summit Emergency Fire Service was also 
remembered, and there was an awareness of the value - if not necessity - of local involvement in fire 
fighting among these hills. East Torrens Council has been able to create this kind of involvement - or 
allow it to happen, whichever is the case. 

For a combination of reasons, Morialta has shown a strong interest in Council affairs, as is shown by 
the 41% of electors in the ward who voted at the last Council election. This contrasts with the 12% who 
voted in Campbelltown, and the 4.8% of the even larger and more anonymous area of Salisbury. 

All in all, therefore, as residents took stock of themselves and their Council, they found themselves 
most anxious to retain the association. As the Residents Associations of Teringie, Skye and Greenhill all 
decided likewise, it meant that all hills' face Residents' Associations came to a common stand, not 
wanting to be swallowed up in large municipalities where standard policies are applied to all areas. 



LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOUNDARIES (continued): 

The final result is now part of Adelaide's history. So many of the smaller Councils put up a fight 
against extinction, and their residents backed them so vocally, that the Royal Commission's 
recommendations were buried under a provision that Council Boundaries may be altered if the Councils 
and ratepayers concerned so wish. 

Rather like a marriage that has gone through testing times, therefore, we and East Torrens Council 
feel a stronger sense of unity than before, and confidence in the other's willingness to cooperate when 
need arises. 

***** 

Postcript : - Later news on this subject is that members of the Royal Commission have talked to a joint 
meeting of the Eats Torrens and Onkaparinga Cotmcils, urging upon them a willingness to 
amalgamate. They argued that with so many powers being leeched away from Councils, they 
must to protect their existence, join together into larger tmits. So far as the hills' face minds 
of East Torrens are concerned, the whole matter is once again thrown open, and this 
Resident's Association will discuss it at the Annual General Meeting on 25th May, 1975. 

***** ***** 

HILLS STUDY GROUP 

One of the sub-committees which the Association has appointed in recent years in the named Hills 
Study Group, and it has sought an understanding of the overall situation of the hills region immediately to 
the east and north of us. Who owned the various sections there, what development (if any) was likely, 
what plans the Government might have to protect the region, what suggestions (if any) might the group 
make- and to whom. We are concerned in this matter no more than any one else in Adelaide (or hardly 
any more) but the fact of our being right in the locality sharpens our perceptions, and our fears. Or more 
positively, as we may dare to be nowadays, propinquity sharpens our hopes. 

The sub-committee prepared maps showing the outlines of the existing Morialta Conservation Park 
and the Black Hill Reserve which the Government is currently acquiring; it outlined ownership in between 
(largely the Me Carthy family and the Colonel and Mrs Fox) it talked to owners farther east in the hills, 
and Mr Smith on the south side of the Reserve. It studied Campbelltown Council's progress in acquiring 
land around Fifth Creek and along the River Torrens and colored in a map of that hopeful development. 
Ali in all it seems to the Committee a possibility that a great national park might emerge, incorporation 
all of these areas, with walking tracks up the Torrens Valley and Fifth Creek, linking the hills to the city 
parkland by a natural linear park alongside the watenvays. 

Members of this subcommittee went to see Dr Grant Inglis, Director of Environment and 
Conservation, who was completely in sympathy with the idea and pointed out that events were already in 
train for it to come to pass eventually. More money is being made available federally for this kind of 
project, and since the day of our interview the State Government has passed some important legislation. 
Act no 53 of 1795, to amend the Planning and Development Act of 1965-73, has repealed Section 45b of 
the original Act and inserts several new clauses of which the following is the first:-

45b (1) Subject to this section, no plan shall be submitted to, or accepted by the Director 
if it purports to create an allotment within the Hills Face Zone. 

This, therefore, protects the Hills Face Zone from further subdivision into 10-acre allotments, which 
m1der previous legislation was a possibility. 



PROPOSED UNITS FOR AGED PEOPLE 

The latest of similar matters to rouse alarm in the minds of a majority of this Association' s 
membership is a proposal to place a home for the aged on the lower ten acres of the St Francis Xavier 
College land straight across Stradbroke Road from the Conservation Park. As previously when this park 
and its surrounding neighbourhood are concerned (see pp 10-13, 16) the Association has looked with 
concern at anything which might impinge jarringly upon the area as a whole. On this occasion we have 
cooperated with other Residents' Associations and individuals who share this concern. 

The numbers proposed for this complex (which is to contain a hospital, canteen, a shop or two, and 
bedroom accommodation for 141 old people) is something like 500 people, counting nurses and other 
supportive staff; that is fifty people to the square acre. So heavy a density shocked the surrounding 
residents, who had believed that zoning regulations (see pg 12) protected them from any further alarms 
from dense or otherwise unsuitable developments within their RIC and Rl perimeters. It should be 
explained that the Seminary land was zoned Special Uses (SU) when the Zoning Act came into force, it 
not fitting into any of the normal residential or other types of zoning. The whole concept of zoning for 
orderly or harmonious settlement is a new one, and there are problems still unsolved in the scheme as it 
has been worked out so far, Special Uses being one of them. At present it permits nine uses without 
consent of local councils (eg cemetery, airstrip, abbatoirs, camping ground, nursery garden) and a further 
28 with consent of Councils. When local governments formulate their planning regulations it is not 
permissible to state for which of these 37 permitted and consent uses they consider the land in question 
suitable, nor for them to state why they zoned a particular area ofthe land SU (eg they cannot zone SU for 
educational purposes, or SU for recreation). Consequently it is possible for owners ofland zoned SU 
subsequently to proposed that it be used for purposes not originally envisaged by the Council and purposes 
for which the land is not suitable, but for which Council is unable to refuse consent according to the 
regulations. 

When the Campbelltown Council first gave notice of this proposed development, late in 1974, people from 
Swan Avenue and nearby streets, and others from Leabrook Drive, and we ourselves at once showed-
concern. A previously existing Rostrevor Improvement Association reformed itself, asked to send two 
representatives to one of our General Meetings when the matter would be discussed, and called a public 
meeting themselves. They invited architects for the complex, the Southern Cross Homes for whom it was 
planned, and the ward member of the Campbelltown Council. A number of residents from Morialta went 
to this meeting by invitation, to hear the addresses and join in the debate. Even apart from the numbers to 
be housed there, the architects' plans had disturbing features. The buildings were to be placed very close 
to Fourth Creek, about eight feet from the bank, also, Leabrook Drive residents noticed two footbridges 
planned to connect their street with the complex, and they foresaw- as Swan Avenue residents did for 
their area - a strong likelihood that their streets would be used as car parks. No assurances of old folks' 
inability to drive motor cars or their lack of visitors convinced the proposed neighbours that their 
amenity* would suffer from this development. 

The amount of brick and concrete seemed depressingly large, and six two-storeyed blocks were 
designed to run north-south along the Swan Avenue side of the site, thoroughly blocking out residents' 
views of the hills. For those who see Stradbroke Road and the Morialta Reserve' s parking area on 
weekends, the prospect of more traffic there and more parking, was very disturbing. The architects' plan, 
of course, did allow for some interior parking, but residents considered it far from sufficient, and besides, 
the whole Stradbroke Road side of the complex looked like having to act part of the interior parking 
space. It would be a very sad exchange for the green hedge and other growth t11ere now. 

The upshot of the December objections was firstly that Campbelltown Council had to defer the 
proposed meeting to hear residents because of their large numbers; and secondly, that the architects made 
a few alterations to their design and plan: they shifted the direction and positioning of the two-storeyed 
buildings to west-east across the site, which relieved Swan Avenue people a little, except that in the 
interim the feeling of many there had changed to an objection to the scheme in total. The perimeter ofthe 
complex was moved some way from the creek, but it now abutted hard onto Stradbroke Road, which had 
to carry all oftlte entrances to the complex, those from Swan Avenue being closed up. 
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However, at subsequent meetings, residents felt that there was nothing to prevent opening entrances at 
some future time, lining them up with the two interior roadways running east-west. All of the objectors 
thought it a very retrograde step to insert a complex of this magnitude between low lying, low density 
areas and the hills face zone; if anything, they thought, development should tail away close to the hills, 
not suddenly crowd in. 

In Aprill975, Campbelltown Council arranged another date for protests to be heard, this time on the 
basis of the revised set of plans. Perhaps it is a small point, but each objector had to pay $2.00 for the 
second meeting as well and another $2.00 for the first abortive one. About thirty people went to Councils 
Chambers to speak, several of them for a group of other people, all of whom had likewise paid $2.00. For 
those who hope that democracy is safe in our time, this was in miniature an inspiring occasion. Every 
person who spoke, spoke well, and the reason was not hard to see. They were all speaking genuinely, from 
the heart. They sincerely deplored the proposal. About midnight they were finished, and Councillors 
began to make their statements of intention for voting; some said that they had been in favor of the 
proposal, but had been convinced by the arguments they heard. They understood the feelings of those who 
knew the area best. And so there was a majority vote on Council to refuse consent to the application, on 
these grom1ds: "since the proposed use of land does not comply with the purposes for which the zone 

has been created, the proposed use of land would impair the orderly and proper planning 
of the zone and the proposed use would not preserve the character and amenity of the 
locality". 

Many of the speaker at the meeting were asked what they would like to see happen to the area in 
question; nearly all, with a view to keeping it as much as possible, as it is, thought they would like to see 
Council investigate the possibility of purchasing it as open space. 

Southern cross homes has now taken their case to the Appeals Board, and residents of the three main 
areas who have concerned themselves in the matter are now preparing their case for hearing. 
Campbelltown Com1cil has been offered full cooperation of this Residents' Association as well as most 
other people and Associations concerned. 

****** 
CONCLUSION 

Those who have worked on the Morialta Residents ' Association over the years will consider the above 
account of its activities incomplete in many ways, and so it is. We have for instance, approached 
Government Departments and local Councils on numerous matters, as like m1due noise in the Park from 
loudspeakers and other amplifications of sound, and incursions of trail bikes. And we have mentioned 
road signs to Morialta Reserve and the large white sign that used to stand outside the car park. We have 
had many internal matters to discuss as well, like our present concern with speeding traffic on Baroota 
Avenue, or an earlier opinion seeking questionnaire about iron sheds and fences. But almost everything 
we decide to involves us with some tier or arm of Government, and committee members almost certainly 
gain a free education in the workings of democratic institutions. It would take a lifetime to become 
thoroughly familiar with it all, and so far as can be seen in 1975, the Morialta Residents' Association 
appears likely to have a long lifetime ahead of it. 

Residents' associations tend to work individually, on their own problems, but we are please to have 
the cooperation of neighbouring associations, ofF.AMRA (Federated Association ofMetropolitan 
Residents' Associations), and now of the Conservation Com1cil of South Australia, of which we are a 
constituent member. 

**** ***** ***** 




